
Using Classes

Classes and Function Members



Review

We’ve seen that the iostream library provides 
the objects cin, cout and cerr:

These objects were not originally provided in 
C++, but were added to the language using 
its class mechanism.



Classes
The C++ class mechanism allows a user to add 

new types to the language.

Bell Labs’ Jerry Schwarz used this to create:

• an istream class, to define the object cin; and

• an ostream class, to define cout and cerr.

The resulting I/O system was so elegant,         
it was incorporated into the language.



Classes (ii)
Another class that was added ‘after the fact’ is 

the string class, which provides a convenient 
way to store and operate on sequences of 
characters.

The string library provides the type string, plus 
an assortment of useful string-processing 
operations.



String Objects
Objects of type string are indexed variables,     

meaning that each character in the variable can be 
accessed via an index or subscript:

string name = “John Q. Doe”;

Use the subscript operator to access individual chars:
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char firstInitial = name[0];     // firstInitial == ‘J’



Dynamic string Objects

name = “Philleas Fogg”;         // name.size() == 13 

Objects of type string can grow and shrink as 
necessary to store their contents:
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string name = “John Q. Doe”;   // name.size() == 11
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string I/O
• The string class  has << and >> operators

– Can do I/O directly with string objects
string name, prompt = "Enter name : ";
cout << prompt;
cin >> name;

• string input and whitespace

– Skips leading whitespace characters

– Quits reading when whitespace encountered
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Other string Operations
• Subscript operation

– Access individual characters of a string
string name = "John Doe";
cout << name [2];

• Size method
– Determine number

of characters in the string
cout << name.size();

• Empty method
– Returns true if string is empty

8 characters
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Other string Operations
• Assignment operator

– Assign values to string objects
string yesterday, today = "Monday";

yesterday = today;
today = "Tuesday";

• Relational operator
– Elements of string operands compared character 

by character
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Other string Operations

• Concatenation
– Combining two strings into a single string
string state = "Michigan", greatLake;
greatLake = "Lake "+state;

• The substr(first, num_chars) method
– Returns a string from first for num_chars
cout << greatLake.substr(2,4);

What gets printed?
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Other string Operations
• The replace(first, num_chars, replace)

method
– Replaces the contents of the replace string 

starting at first, for num_chars

– Given

– What is the end result of
fullname.replace(5,6,"Eyre");

Six characters 
replaced with four.
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Other string Operations
• The insert(position, new_string) method

– Inserts a substring into a string

– Given

– What is the result of
signature.insert (5,"E. ");
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Other string Operations
• The find(pattern, position) and 

rfind(pattern, position) methods
– These do pattern matching 

– Searches for the specified pattern starting at the given 
position

– Returns the index of where it is found (returns value of 
string::npos if not found)

– rfind searches from right to left

• The find_first_of(pattern, position)method
– Looks for first character from any in pattern starting at 
position



compare two strings

str1 = “Test”; str2 = “Guest”
str1 == str2;   //0 
str1 != str2; //1
str1< str2; //0
(<, >, <=, >=) compare by ABC order!
Return 1 to express true.
Return 0 to express false.
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Some string Operations
Operation                                   string function
read a word from an istream istream >> str;
find the length of the string        str.size()
find if a string is empty              str.empty()
access the char at index i str[i]
concatenate two strings             str1 + str2
access a substring of a string      str.substr(Pos, NumChars)
insert a substring into a string     str.insert(Pos, SubStr);
remove a substring                    str.erase(Pos, NumChars);
find a substring in a string          str.find(Pattern, StartPos) 
compare two strings                  str1 == str2

(or !=, <, >, <=, >=)
. . .//example: ex4-1.cpp



Discussion

Some string operations are “normal” functions:

getline(cin, aString);

Other string operations are function members:

aString.size();

Function members are “messages” that class objects 
“understand” and to which they respond...

For example, aString “knows” how big it is,             
so when it receives the size() message,                 
it responds with the appropriate answer.



Function Members

Where a “normal” function is an external agent that 
acts upon an object, a function member is a 
message that elicits an internal response from the 
object receiving it.

Examples:
getline(cin, aString);  // getline() acts on aString

if (aString.empty())    // ask aString, “are you empty?”

if (cin.good())         // ask cin, “are you good?”

In this sense, class objects are “more intelligent”    
than regular char, int, double, ... objects.



Classes

Most classes provide a rich set of operations that 
can be used to manipulate objects of the class.

To use a class effectively, you must know what 
kinds of functions (“normal” and member) are 
available to operate on objects of that class.

Otherwise, you risk spending much of your time 
“reinventing the wheel.”



Other Classes

As mentioned earlier, cin and cout are objects 
of the istream and ostream classes, 
respectively.

To use these classes effectively, you must be 
aware of the range operations available for 
them...



A simple program
• #include <iostream>        // cin, cout

• #include <string>          // string

• #include <conio.h>

• using namespace std;

• int main()

• {  cout << "\nEnter a string with lower case letters:\n";

• string stringIn;

• getline(cin, stringIn);

• int size= stringIn.length();

• stringIn[size-1]=toupper(stringIn[size-1]);

• cout << "\nThe converted string is:\n"<< stringIn << endl;

• getch();

• } 20
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A Problem
Sometimes, one needs to manipulate a string 

differently from any of the provided methods.

Example: Suppose a problem requires that 
every uppercase character in a string be 
converted to its lowercase equivalent.

Solution: Write a function to perform the 
operation!
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Behavior

Our function should receive from its caller a 
string.  It should make a copy of this string 
to process.  It should then examine each 
character in the copy: if a character is 
uppercase, it should be converted to 
lowercase.  Our function should return the 
resulting copy of the string.
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Objects

Description             Type      Kind            Name

a char of aString  char   varying    aString[i]

the copy          string  varying      result

a string          string  varying      aString
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Operations

Description           Predefined?  Library?    Name
receive a string    yes     built-in    --

copy a string       yes     string      =

examine a char      yes     string      []   
of a string

repeat this step    yes     built-in    for 
for each char

is a char UC?       yes     cstring   isupper()

convert char to LC  yes     cstring   tolower()

return a string     yes     built-in   return
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Algorithm
0. Receive aString from caller.

1. Copy aString into result.

2. For each index i in result:
If result[i] is uppercase:
Replace result[i] with its lowercase equivalent.

3. Return result.
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Coding
/* ToLower() string conversion
* Receive: aString, a string.
* Return: result, a copy of aString in lowercase.
*/

#include <cstring>              // isupper(), tolower()
using namespace std;

string ToLower(string aString)
{
string result = aString;

for (int i = 0; i < result.size(); i++)
if (isupper(result[i]))
result[i] = tolower(result[i]);

return result;
}
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Organization

This function seems likely to be reusable 
someday, so we store it in a library:

• its prototype in a header file;

• its definition in an implementation file; and

• its prototype and supporting documentation 
in a documentation file.

We then write a test program...
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Driver
#include <iostream>        // cin, cout
#include <string>          // string
using namespace std;

#include “StringOps.h”     // ToLower()

int main()
{
cout << “\nEnter a string with uppercase letters:\n“;
string stringIn;
getline(cin, stringIn);

string stringOut = ToLower(stringIn);

cout << “\nThe converted string is:\n“
<< stringOut << endl;

}

//ex4-2.cpp, StringOps.h, and StringOps.cpp
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Library Maintenance

Once we are certain our function’s logic is correct,    
it makes sense to define a symmetric function 
ToUpper() for our library, using similar logic:

string ToUpper(string aString)
{
string result = aString;

for (int i = 0; i < result.size(); i++)
if (islower(result[i]))
result[i] = toupper(result[i]);

return result;
}
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Summary

Well-designed classes provide a rich set of operations 
that make them useful for many problems.

Operations can be external (normal functions),        
or internal (function members) to the class.

Function members act as messages to class objects.

To use a class effectively, you must know 

• what capabilities the class provides; and

• how to use those capabilities.
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Summary
• Class libraries generally provide a rich set 

of predefined operations.

• When a problem requires an operation 
that is not predefined, a function to 
perform the operation can usually be 
defined by using the provided operations 
in whatever combination is appropriate 
for solving the problem.



Mid term – Written Test

• Tuesday, A250,  9:30am-11:20pm

• Closed books and closed notes. 

• The test will cover:
– Lecture notes and examples (1-4)

– Lab assignments (1-4)

– Project 1
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